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The phenomena code switching used in television, radio, and by the teacher instructional activity of usually happen in Indonesia and other countries, but in this study the phenomena happen in a novel, the novel author who used code switching in her novel, because of some reasons. So, this phenomenon is interesting to study, as far as we can make some important clues in our study of sociolinguistics. Based on the explanation above the researcher likes to take the title about, “An Analysis on code switching in “DEALOVA” novel.

The statement of problem are; what are the types of code switching found in “DEALOVA” novel by Dyan and why does Dyan use code switching in her novel “DEALOVA” novel. The purpose of the study is to know what types of code switching are found in “DEALOVA” novel by Dyan and to know the reasons of the author to use code switching in her novel. Based on the statement problem and purpose of the study, this study gives the information and describes the types of code switching and the reason for code switching in DEALOVA novel. This study used a qualitative research design. The researcher chose the code switched expressions from Indonesia to English from the whole book.

The result show that there are some types of code switching which are found in DEALOVA novel. The types of code switching based on the scope and the nature of the juncture where language takes place, are; 1). Intra-setential code switching, which involves a single noun from other languages, a noun phrase, a verb phrase, a verb, an adjective, and an independent clause; 2). Inter-sentential code switching; 3). Emblematic code switching; 4). Continuing the previous speaker; 5). Changing the pronunciation features; 6). Code switching within word. DEALOVA frequently switches the code for a single noun from other language. The other type of code switching that occurs in this study is code switching based on the distinction which applied to style shifting, which involves situational code switching and metaphorical code switching.

The author uses code switching for some reasons, they are; 1). Talking about a particular topic; 2). Softening or strengthening request or command; 3). Quotation/ quoting somebody else; 4). Repetition used for clarification; 5). Interjection/ discourse marker; 6). Real lexical needs/ deixis; 7). Exressing group identity/ adresse specification; 8). Massage qualification; 9). Personalization and Objectification; 10). For ease of expression.

Quotation/ quoting somebody else is the most frequently used in this study because the author want to give a different sense that her novel is include as modern novel and interesting for the reader especially for teenager.